POWERED BY

DNS Protection

Manage the online security of your workforce
with confidence.
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Targeted by Malware
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Targeted by Phishing
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Source: Cisco Umbrella Research (Midmarket (<5,000 users, January 2019 – June 2019)

Users are more mobile than ever, and cyber threats are becoming more sophisticated. Employees work from many
locations, have multiple devices, and no longer require a VPN to access what they need. With users accessing cloud
applications and the Internet directly, it can feel overwhelming to try and safeguard all your network assets against
malicious activity.
With FirstLight DNS Protection, you can protect your users regardless of their location or device, without adding another
appliance or deploying endpoint security. Most importantly, your users won’t have to sacrifice performance for security.
FirstLight offers flexible, DNS-layer security to enrich incident response data and easily extend protection to all devices.
Because FirstLight DNS Protection is delivered from the cloud, it can protect users everywhere in minutes.

Why DNS Security?
DNS is a fundamental building block in connecting to the Internet. It translates easily remembered
names into machine language that devices need to connect to the services used daily.
FirstLight DNS Protection uses a foundational building block in the Internet’s infrastructure
to filter out malicious and unwanted domains, IP addresses, and cloud applications before a
connection is ever established. Built 100% in the cloud, it provides better accuracy and detection
of compromised systems — improving security, visibility and network protection.

Benefits
■

See all internet traffic across users

■

Easily enforce content web filtering

■

Block attacks earlier

■

Manage and block cloud apps

■

Contain malware

■

Gain context for faster investigation

One Network. One Solution. One Team.
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Here’s How:
DNS and IP layer Enforcement

Web Security via Selective Proxy

App Discovery and Blocking

Uses DNS to stop threats over all

Routes requests to risky domains to a

Provides visibility into cloud apps

ports and protocols—even direct-to-

selective proxy for deeper URL and file

used across your organization, so

IP connections. Stops malware earlier

inspection. Effectively protects without

you can identify potential risks and

and prevents callbacks to attackers

delay or performance impact.

block specific applications easily.

in infected machines connected to
your network.

Deploy and Configure in Minutes
FirstLight DNS Protection is easy to deploy. There is no hardware to install or software to update, and the browserbased interface process allows for quick setup and ongoing management. Plus, FirstLight’s engineers are with you
every step of the way.

On-network Coverage
■
■

With one setting change
Integrated with Cisco SD-Wan,
Cisco ISR 1K and 4K series,
Cisco Meraki MR and
Cisco WLAN controllers

Off-network Laptop Coverage
■

■

■

With AnyConnect VPN client
integration

Off-network mobile coverage
■

With Cisco Security Connector

Or with any VPN lightweight
Umbrella client
Or with Umbrella Chromebook client

Network Assurance Enables Your Business
FirstLight’s Network Assurance helps you deploy your solutions quickly and correctly – the first time. We guide you
every step of the way to ensure you take advantage of the services you subscribe to.
Don’t have time to manage yet another service? Network Assurance provides 24x7 support and ongoing management
so you can get back to what you do best – driving your organization forward.
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